An immunochemical analysis of precipitating and non-precipitating idiotype-anti-idiotype reactions.
Two monoclonal IgG3 syngeneic anti-idiotypes are described which form soluble and insoluble complexes with anti-alpha(1----6)dextran hybridoma and myeloma proteins. Specific precipitation was seen when purified anti-alpha(1----6)dextrans were added to ascitic fluid containing IgG3 kappa anti-idiotype. Analysis of the supernatants of the idiotype-anti-idiotype precipitates demonstrated the presence of soluble complexes whose mobilities in polyacrylamide gels could, in some cases, be distinguished from that of free anti-idiotype. An IgG1 kappa anti-idiotype is described which did not form precipitates with anti-alpha(1----6)dextrans unless 3% PEG 6000 was added.